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involvingvelocities, whereas Sturtevant suggests alternative expressions
usingdensity compressions. For Purposesof comparingMeshkovsresultz
~dthel)resent work, we use Meshkov’s @xpresslon.

ExRwmr!!
Both

the single-shockand re-’shocKexperimentswere performedm a

horizontalShocktullehaving!nsldes~uarecross sectIonwith dimensions75
x 75 mm. The sinusoidal perturbatlw’!of the interface between the test
gases was prcducedby a 0.5 urn tnlc~ cellulosemtrate membraneclamped
in a sinusoidal

shape characterlzedby

wavelength

=

37.5mm and Initial

amp;itude ~ = 2.4 mm. These dimensionsgive an initial (uncompressed)
value

of k%-0.40

We

diagnosethe Interfaclal Instability by side-vlewlng the interracial

regloftwlthelther of two shadowgraphsystems, Onesystem Isused to take
a flash shadowgraphthat gives one high-resolutionframe per event. The
frame durat Ion,

determIned by the 1lght source, 1s about 2 us. This

shadowgraphgives a detalled view of the flow patterns. Theother system
uses a multl-frame camera“ to measure growth rates,

The camera

produces 12 frames equalIy spaced m t Ime, but having less spatIal
resolution. The Interframe time set by the camera is 18.5 us, and a
long-pulse(i.e., several ms) llght source k used.
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Flgure 1 These three flash snad~wgraphs show the effects of
different
density gradients across the interface.
In all three
cases the Interface 1s accelerated by a shock wave moving from
air on the left into the downstream gas on the ‘lght side of the
A. The downstream gas is air, so the
sinusoidal membrane
although
the amplitude
is
perturbed
interface
1s stable,
shock-compressed.
The transmitted
shock front (moving left to
right) lsseentotherlght
of theperturb~d
Interface.
The
downstream
gas is SF6, which is
B. /h@t ‘tO-hP3V’
CJW.”
The perturbat ion’s
about five times more dense than air.
amplitude lsobserved to grow without inverting phase.
C hew’Y-(&/@W
CJSC? The downstream gas is he! ium, and the
amplitude is observed to Invert phase and grow. Note that the
transmitted
shock wave IS out of the viewing area in d and C
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Air ‘-> SF6 (light-to-heavy)
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(Ul -81 m/s)
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Thus, the present results
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aft-r
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Figure 2. These four flash shadowgraphs,
recorded on different
The
events,
show the evolution
of a re-shocked
interface.
interface was initially
accelerated by a shock wave moving from
air on the left toward SF6 on the right side of the corrugated
interface
~.
The shock wave ref]ected from the e~dwa]l
is
beginning to compress the interracial
region,
which had grown
into nonlinear (i.e., spike-and-bubble)
appearance. The reflected
shock is moving right to left.
The reflected
rarefaction
wave
(moving back into the SF6 ) has begun at the two regions of contact
between the shock front and the interface.
l?
Later, part of
the reflected
shock wave is transmitted
into the air whe;e it
accelerates,
but the portion of the shock (at the center) that is
still in ttle SF6 is undergoing acomplex interaction with thestmck
wave refracted

lntothe

SF6and

the rarefaction.

C Later,

the

interface appears to have stabilized,
but it is really inverting.
At
this moment the amplitude is quite small.
~ Still later, the
mean profile
of the interface
inverts
phase and grows in
amplitude,
as expected by the Rich!myer-Meshkov
instability.
The
profiIe appears much broader because of mixing of gases and wal I
effects (i.e., the interaction
between the boundary layer and the
reflected shock). The shock wave transmitted
into the air is out
ofviewcn
the left.

rnmuscript far
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the pressure
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appearance

amount
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visual
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where
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characteristic

gradient
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of

index
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Since the broadening
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generation

gradient
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and pressure

greater
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broadening.
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field
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as increased

associated
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of the interface

The broadening
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in

appears to undergo the
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the vorticity

experiments
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field
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the boundary
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However,
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velocity
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However,
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two
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We interpret

of each other.
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difference

although strength

interface
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uncertainties
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of this
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experiment.
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‘wall

of: { 1) the bulk mixing

effect”),
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